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The Support Model
The support model in EGEE can be captioned
“Regional Support with Central Coordination"
The ROCs and 
VOs and the 
other project 
wide groups such
as the Core 
Infrastructure
Center (CIC), 
middleware
groups (JRA), 
network groups
(NA), service
groups (SA) are
connected via a 
central
integration
platform provided
by GGUS.
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Coordination: ESC
 Chaired by Flavia Donno/Alistair Mills
(Kick off meeting of ESC at Karlsruhe - 27 January 2005)
 Goal: 
To ensure an effective, efficient, scalable Grid User Support Service. 
It coordinates operations, follows/cures infrastructure problems, takes
users/supporters input.  
 Members: 
people from CERN, UK, France, Italy, Germany, Czech, ROCs,  
representatives from VOs, NA3, other Grids (OSG and NorduGrid), 
Taiwan, ROC_US
 ESC meets monthly to discuss organization issues and problems.
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Problem reporting
Users can make a support request via their Regional
Operations' Center (ROC) or their
Virtual Organisation (VO). 
Within GGUS there is an internal support structure for
all support requests. 
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For VO users and VO specific problems
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For general Grid problems: beginners,
Operations, Deployment, etc.
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GGUS Portal: user services
Browseable tickets
Search through solved tickets
Useful links (Wiki FAQ)
Latest News
GGUS Search Engine
Updated documentation (Wiki FAQ)
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GGUS Portal: Search engine
GGUS
Search 
Engine
Ongoing
work to 
make it faster
and to search
through a 
widerset
of docs
and DBs
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Ticket submit
• Support for all VOs will available:
global (recognized throughout EGEE)
and regional (support provided
by specific ROCs)
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Supporter’s view
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Ticket search
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Ticket data
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Ticket history
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Ticket modification
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The GGUS Supporters
• You need to register in order to be able to use the GGUS portal (GSI or password based)
• Documentation available describing the duties of a supporter: docs 1300, 1200, 1100, 8600.
• Supporter ? If you think you have a good knowledge in Grid and have time to provide support,
please contact your ROC or directly ESC at:
project-eu-egee-sa1-esc@cern.ch
To apply as a supporter:
https://gus.fzk.de/admin/apply4staff.php
TPM
Support
VO
Suppor
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• Ticket Processing Managers (TPM) : 
Generic grid experts
• VO TPMs: 
First line supporters for VOs
• Specialized Support: 
Middleware, Deployment, 
specialized VO  Support
• ROCs: 
local support and services
• ENOC: 
network support
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The Ticket Processing Managers
There are two kinds of Ticket Processing Managers:
• The Generic TPM:
• Generic Grid middleware experts
• Experience in Grid installation and configuration 
• First line support 
• Provide answers to tickets whenever possible 
• Assign the ticket to one of the second level support units or to a ROC
• Follow all tickets and make sure they receive a timely and correct answer
• Can be contacted via support@ggus.org
• Can contact themselves using the e-mailing list tpm-grid-support@cern.ch
• The VO TPM: 
• People with experience in both generic Grid problems and VO specific software 
• Receive VO specific tickets at the same time 
or after the generic TPM depending on VO 
• They have the same duties as a generic TPM 
• If a problem is really due to VO software 
they use the VO support structures to solve the problem
TPM
Support
VO
Suppor
t
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The Ticket Processing Managers
There are two kinds of Ticket Processing Managers:
• The Generic TPM: they are generic Grid middleware experts with some
experience in Grid installation and configuration. They are the first line
support and provide answers to tickets whenever possible => they look into
the tickets details and try to understand the nature of the problem providing
a solution. If the problem goes behind the expertise of a generic TPM, then 
the TPM assigns the ticket to one of the second level specialized support 
units or to a ROC. Their responsibilities are described in the document 8600.
They keep users updated with the status of the ticket (will be made automatic
with the next portal release – however this responsibility will stay for TPMs).
They follow all tickets (beside CIC-on-Duty) and make sure they receive a timely
and correct answer. They can be contacted by support@ggus.org and they can contact
themselves using the e-mailing list tpm-grid-support@cern.ch.
• The VO TPM: they are people with experience in both generic Grid problems and VO specific software. 
Depending on the VO, they can receive VO specific tickets at the same time a generic TPM 
receives them or after the generic TPM has process the ticket and decided to hand it over to VO 
TPM. Their responsibilities are documented in 8600 and VO specific FAQs docs. They have the 
same duties as a generic TPM. If they recognize that the problem is really due to VO software and 
does not concern the Grid, then they use the internal VO specialized mailing lists to contact 
experts and have the problem solved. Once they receive the answer from the VO experts, 
they fill the answer in the “Solution” field of the ticket and set the ticket status to “solved”, so that     
the user gets notified.
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The TPM effort
• At present the ROCs contributing to the TPM effort are the following:
ROC-CERN, ROC-CE, ROC-SE, ROC-SW, ROC-Russia
for a total of 20 people. Other ROCs will join soon.
• The CERN Helpdesk is at the moment able to process between 1000 and 1400 tickets per week, 
having about 30 TPM equivalent on shift in groups of 5 to 7 people.
•The current TPMs normally take weekly shift of one or 2 people (CERN is always present). Normally 
a TPM does not spend more than 2 hours to process the tickets assigned.
• The people contributing to TPM are now quite sufficient for the task. With the available people the 
same person takes shift every 8-9 weeks.
• A TPM can always ask for the help of other TPMs with experience for solving a problem sending e-
mail to tpm-grid-support@cern.ch. That’s how a TPM gets trained as well, beside the documentation 
and the training courses organized by NA3.
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User and Supporters Training
• NA3 participates to GGUS/ESC discussions. Using material partially 
produced by members of ESC in various occasions they have prepared 
training sessions for users. One of the event was the Biomed training in 
Clermont-Ferrand
http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a053765
• The CERN Help Desk has been trained to direct users to GGUS.
• Supporters are also trained while doing their support job. They are 
assisted by more experienced supporters. They can always ask questions to 
tpm-grid-support@cern.ch for technical support. They can contact 
support@ggus.org for procedural questions. A GGUS telephone hot line has 
been put in place.
• Documentation available for the duties of a supporter: docs 1300, 1200, 
1100, 8600, 9100 
(https://gus.fzk.de/pages/info_for_supporters.php).
It is constantly updated.
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User and Supporters Training
Next Training Event:
Supporters training at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe 10-11/11/05
Presentations about the Support System for Supporters, TPM and VO TPM
Hands on GGUS
•http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a056547
Registration page:
http://www.egee.nesc.ac.uk/
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Some statistics: users per VO 
Registered users and supporters
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Users per VO
Users with support access
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Performance statistics 
Tickets per Submitter
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• Ensure the availability of the GGUS System with Remedy
Server Groups option: two identical systems can access the
same DB-tables at the same time + enables load balancing
Linux OS RedHat Enterprice-Server 3
Apache Webserver
Tomcat JSP Server
Tomcat connector
MySQL
Oracle Runtime
PHP
Remedy Server
Webpages
SSL
Linux fetchmail, qmail, procmail, Firewall
GGUS Application PHP Mail-Tool
Java Runtime und SDK!
FZK - Redundant Oracle Cluster
Linux OS RedHat Enterprice-Server 3
Apache Webserver
Tomcat JSP Server
Tomcat connector
MySQL
Oracle Runtime
PHP
Remedy Server
Webpages
SSL
Linux fetchmail, qmail, procmail, Firewall
GGUS Application PHP Mail-Tool
Java Runtime und SDK!
FZK - Redundant Internet Connection
GGUS: Resilience to failures 
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GGUS: Resilience to failures 
GGUS/ESC is now taking part to the 
Grid Operations meeting.
GGUS/FZK is working on a redundant system 
consisting of two identical systems at two
different locations within the FZK-campus. 
They share the load. If one fails the other
can take over the whole work.
GGUS/FZK is not resilient to network 
failures. A plan is being put in place to 
create a clone of the infrastructure 
somewhere else (Taiwan). This was an 
explicit request coming from Grid 
Operations to make the infrastructure more 
robust. 
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Conclusions 
• The functionality and usability of the GGUS system has improved in the 
last months, thanks to the help of the ROCs (more tickets submitted, more 
customers and general appreciation of the service).
• GGUS/ESC coordinates the effort and operations: key body.
• The existent interfaces with the ROCs are quite practical and make the 
system function as one. Most ROCs have established functional interfaces 
with GGUS, the others are working on it.
• The ticket traffic is increasing. We still do not know what a realistic figure
would be for the number of ticket to be expected. The system can be 
dimensioned appropriately with more TPMs and support units.
• A lot of metrics established to measure the performance of the system 
(performance of a supporter/support unit, tickets solved/week/VOs, # of 
tickets filed in Wiki pages, etc.). The measures refer only to the central 
system. Each ROC processes and solves also local requests. Measures for 
each ROC are also available.
• GGUS is working on a plan to offer resilience to system and network 
failures.
• We need more specialized supporters in order to help the supporters at 
CERN who now are the main source of knowledge and help.
